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 13 

ABSTRACT 14 

A novel gas-phase electrocatalytic cell containing a low-temperature proton exchange membrane (PEM) was 15 
developed to electrochemically convert CO2 into organic compounds. Two different Cu-based cathode catalysts (Cu 16 
and Cu-C) were prepared by physical vapor deposition method (sputtering) and subsequently employed for the gas-17 
phase electroreduction of CO2 at different temperatures (70–90 °C). The prepared electrodes Cu and Cu-C were 18 
characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and scanning electron 19 
microscopy (SEM). As revealed, Cu is partially oxidized on the surface of the samples and the Cu and Cu-C cathodic 20 
catalysts were comprised of a porous, continuous, and homogeneous film with nanocrystalline Cu with a grain size of 21 
16 and 8 nm, respectively. The influence of the applied current and temperature on the electro-catalytic activity and 22 
selectivity of these materials was investigated. Among the two investigated electrodes, the pure Cu catalyst film 23 
showed the highest CO2 specific electrocatalytic reduction rates and higher selectivity to methanol formation 24 
compared to the Cu-C electrode, which was attributed to the higher particle size of the former and lower CuO/Cu 25 
ratio. The obtained results show potential interest for the possible use of electrical renewable energy for the 26 
transformation of CO2 into valuable products using low metal loading Cu based electrodes (0.5 mg Cu cm−2) 27 
prepared by sputtering.  28 
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1. Introduction 30 

Over the past centuries, the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere has rocketed, resulting in higher global 31 
temperatures and the associated climate change issues [1–3]. Thus, reducing CO2 emissions is an extensive and long-32 
term task, and three possible strategies have been proposed: (i) reduction of the amount of CO2 released by increasing 33 
the energy efficiency or changing the primary energy source; (ii) capture and subsequent geological sequestration; 34 
and (iii) conversion of CO2 into useful fuels and chemicals [1,4]. However, there are certain barriers (e.g., high cost 35 
of CO2 capture, separation, purification, and transportation) that hinder the practical valorization of CO2. 36 
Furthermore, the high energy requirements for CO2 chemical/electrochemical conversion and the limitations of the 37 
market size and investment incentives are technological challenges to be overcome [1]. Despite these issues, global 38 
energy demands suggest that the conversion and the utilization of CO2 is the most attractive and promising solution. 39 
Usually, CO2 conversion can be achieved via chemical [5–7], photocatalytic [8,9], electrochemical [10,11], biological 40 
[12], reforming [13], and inorganic methods [14]. Among them, the electrochemical reduction of CO2 has been 41 
recognized as an efficient route for converting CO2 into energy-rich products. This process has a number of 42 
advantages: (i) it can be controlled by the electrode potentials and the reaction temperature; (ii) the supporting 43 
electrolytes can be fully recycled, thereby limiting the consumption of chemicals to simply water or wastewater; (iii) 44 
the electrochemical reaction systems are typically compact, modular, on-demand, and easily scalable; and (iv) the 45 
electricity used to drive the process can be obtained from a renewable sources. In this way, renewable energy can 46 
enter in the value chain of chemical industries. Nearly most of the studies on electrochemical reduction of CO2 are 47 
carried out in the presence of a liquid (aqueous or organic) electrolyte [15–17]. However, the recovery of the reaction 48 
products from the liquid electrolyte is the main drawback of these processes, since the energy required to separate the 49 
products is higher than the energy stored in the produced molecules [8]. In this sense, gas-phase processes have 50 
advantages over the liquid-phase ones because in the former the solubility of CO2 is not limited by the liquid medium 51 
and it is possible to obtain longer hydrocarbon chains [8]. Gas-phase processes involve a low-temperature proton 52 
exchange membrane (PEM) reactor configuration consisting of a membrane-electrode assembly (MEA, 53 
anode/membrane/cathode). As previously reported [8,18–24], several products (e.g., CO, methane, methanol, ethanol, 54 
formate, n-propanol, isopropanol, allyl alcohol, acetaldehyde, acetate, and ethylene glycol, among others) can be 55 
obtained via gas-phase electrochemical reduction of CO2 following the overall scheme: 56 

xCO2 + 2(2x – z + y/2)H+ + 2(2x – z + y/2)e− → CxHyOz + (2x – z)H2O                     (1)                                              57 
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Among these products, methanol is particularly interesting as an energy vector. Methanol is a primary 58 
petrochemical product, which is of considerable importance in the chemical and energy industries due to its easy 59 
storage and transportation. Methanol is commonly used as a solvent and feedstock for the production of a number of 60 
chemicals (e.g., formaldehyde, acetic acid, methyl methacrylate, dimethyl terephthalate, methylammines, and 61 
chloromethanes) and fuel additives (e.g., methyl tertiary butyl ether and fatty acid methyl esters) [25]. Ethylene and 62 
propylene can be produced from methanol through the methanol-to-olefins process and used subsequently for 63 
producing polymers and hydrocarbons fuels [26]. Methanol can be also used in fuel cells [27] and represents an 64 
excellent alternative to combustion engine fuels [28]. Owing to their high activity and selectivity towards methanol, 65 
Cu-based catalysts have been extensively studied in catalytic hydrogenation [29–31] and electrocatalytic processes 66 
[18]. In most of the previous studies, impregnation procedures have been reported for the preparation of the catalysts.  67 

In this work, we propose the use of physical vapor deposition methods, such as the sputtering technique directly 68 
applied onto the carbon cloth gas diffusion layer (GDL), for the preparation of catalysts to be used in the gas-phase 69 
electrocatalytic conversion of CO2 to chemicals. This deposition technique, which has been previously used for 70 
preparing electrodes in other applications [32], has several advantages since it allows: (i) deposition of pure metallic 71 
films with high dispersion; (ii) deposition of very thin films with precise control of the thickness; (iii) good adhesion 72 
of the metal film to the substrate; (iv) easy and reproducible scale-up. In this sense, we report herein a novel 73 
electrochemical cell based on a low-temperature proton exchange membrane (PEM) reactor configuration. We 74 
conducted gas-phase electroreduction of CO2 into high added-value products without feeding hydrogen on Cu and 75 
Cu–C cathodic catalysts prepared by the sputtering technique. The deposited electrodes were characterized and tested 76 
in the electrocatalytic conversion of CO2 under a number of different reaction conditions. The obtained promising 77 
results showed the interest of using this kind of preparation procedures for electrocatalytic applications.   78 

2. Experimental 79 

2.1. Electrochemical catalyst preparation 80 

Copper (Cu) and copper-carbon (Cu-C) materials supported on carbon paper served as the cathode of the 81 
electrocatalytic reactor, while IrO2 supported on carbon was used as the anode.  82 

The Cu and Cu-C cathodic catalysts were deposited by magnetron sputtering on carbon paper (Fuel Cell Earth) 83 
substrates at a rate of 0.81 nm/s with thicknesses of 500 and 1014 nm, respectively, as revealed by environmental 84 
scanning electron microscopy (ESEM, data not shown). Thus, metal loadings of around 0.5 mg/cm2 Cu were obtained 85 
in both samples for the Cu based cathodic catalysts. The deposition was performed at a constant power of 50 W (Cu) 86 
or 100 W (Cu-C) in a vacuum chamber at base and working pressures of 3×10−7 and 3×10−3 mbar of 99.999% pure 87 
Ar, respectively. In the case of the Cu-C alloy, the proper composition was achieved by the co-sputtering of Cu and C 88 
from a pure graphite target having small pieces of copper stuck to it. The composition of the Cu-C cathodic-catalyst 89 
was determined on a scanning electron microscope equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) detector. 90 
Different measurements taken within a large area yielded an average composition of 70% Cu and 30% C, both within 91 
a 1% error.  92 

The anode catalyst ink was prepared by mixing appropriate amounts of IrO2 commercial catalyst powders (Alfa 93 
Aesar, 99%) with a Nafion solution (Aldrich chemistry, Nafion® 117 solution) and isopropanol (Sigma Aldrich). 94 
IrO2 has been widely used in PEM water electrolyzers owing to its unique and superior performance towards the 95 
water oxidation reaction as compared to non-noble metal catalysts (e.g., Ni, Co and Cu) and noble metal 96 
electrocatalysts such as Pt [33]. The ink was subsequently applied on a carbon paper substrate at 65 °C to reach a 97 
metal loading of 0.5 mg/cm2 for the anode after drying. The geometric surface area of both electrodes was 12.56 cm2 98 
(circular electrode of 4 cm in diameter).  99 

A proton-conducting Sterion® membrane of 185 µm in thickness (supplied by Hydrogen works) was used as the 100 
electrolyte (i.e., H+ conductor material). Prior to use, the Sterion® membrane was successively immersed at 100 °C 101 
for 2 h in H2O2 (to remove organic impurities), H2SO4 (for activating the membrane) and deionized water (to remove 102 
traces of solutions). Finally, a membrane electrode assembly (MEA) was prepared upon hot-pressing (1 ton) at 120 103 
°C for 3 min the two electrodes sandwiching with the membrane.  104 

2.2. Catalytic activity measurements 105 

The CO2 electroreduction experiments were carried out in a lab-scale (electrode of 4 cm in diameter) continuous 106 
electrocatalytic reactor operating at atmospheric pressure. The cell reactor was made of two quartz tube (cathodic and 107 
anodic compartments) with two inlets (CO2 and H2O/N2) and two outlets. It has been described in detail elsewhere 108 
[34].   109 

Water was introduced into the anodic chamber by flowing N2 through a saturator operating under liquid/vapor 110 
equilibrium conditions. The water content in the anodic chamber (25% H2O/N2) was controlled by the water vapor 111 
pressure which is in turn controlled by the temperature of the saturator (65 °C). All lines downstream the saturator 112 
were heated above 100 °C to prevent condensation. Water oxidation was carried out over the IrO2 anode leading to 113 
the formation of H+ and O2. Protons are subsequently transported across the Sterion® membrane. Furthermore, water 114 
was fed to hydrate the Sterion® membrane and keep its proton conductivity properties [18]. The output of the anodic 115 
side (O2) was released to the atmosphere. The cathodic part of the cell operated in contact with a gas flow of pure 116 
CO2 (Praxair, Inc. certified standards 99.999% purity). Both gas flow rates (N2 and CO2 for the anode and cathode, 117 



respectively) were controlled by a set of mass flowmeters (Brooks 5850 E and 5850 S). The electrocatalytic 118 
experiments were carried out at atmospheric pressure with an overall gas flow rate of 0.5 NmL/min of CO2 for the 119 
cathode and 6 NmL/min for the anodic stream (25 % H2O/N2). The reaction was carried out at different temperatures 120 
(70 and 90 °C, optimum values for the operation of the Sterion membrane). The reactant and products released in the 121 
cathodic chamber were analyzed in a double channel gas chromatograph (Bruker 450-GC) equipped with Hayesep Q-122 
Molsieve 13X consecutive columns and flame ionization detectors. The main reaction products detected were: H2, 123 
CH4, methanol, and acetaldehyde (see supporting information, Fig. S1). A potentiostat/galvanostat (Voltalab 21, 124 
Radiometer Analyticall) was used to supply a constant current (−10 to −30 mA) between the electrodes, which were 125 
connected using gold wires. 126 

2.3. Characterization of the Cu catalyst-electrodes  127 

The Cu electrodes were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) on a Philips PW-1710 instrument using Ni-128 
filtered Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5404 Å). The samples were scanned at 0.02°/step over the range 20° ≤ 2θ ≤ 90° (scan 129 
time 2 s/step) and the diffractograms were compared with JCPDS-ICDD references. X-ray photoelectron 130 
spectroscopy (XPS) was performed with a PHOIBOS-100 spectrometer with delay line detector (DLD) from SPECS, 131 
which worked in the constant pass energy mode fixed at 30 eV. The morphology of the Cu electrodes was also 132 
characterized by ESEM using a Quanta 250 device (FEI Company). This instrument was connected to an EDAX 133 
Apollo X (AMETEK) analyser, which analyzes the chemical composition of the electrodes by dispersive X-ray 134 
analysis (EDAX). Cyclic voltammetry experiments were also conducted with the potentiostat/galvanostat (Voltalab 135 
21, Radiometer Analyticall) at a scan rate of 80 µA/s under different gas phase conditions.  136 

3. Results and discussion 137 

3.1. Characterization of the Cu cathodic catalysts 138 



139 
Fig. 1. XRD analysis patterns of Cu cathodic-catalyst on carbon paper substrates (a), Cu-C cathodic-catalyst on 140 
carbon paper substrates (b), and Cu-C on Si substrate (c), prepared by sputtering. Insets of (a) and (b) show the 141 
magnification of XRD patterns of Cu cathodic-catalyst and Cu-C cathodic-catalyst, respectively. 142 



As shown in Fig. 1(a, b), two peaks at ca. 2θ = 25° and 55° were observed, which could be associated with the 143 
carbon paper used as a current collector. This fact was corroborated by the XRD pattern of this material (not shown 144 
here). The main diffraction peaks at 2θ = 43.3°, 50.4° and 74.1° were associated to the (111), (200), and (220) 145 
crystallographic planes of metallic copper with a face-centred cubic (FCC) crystalline structure (JCPDS, 85-1326) 146 
(Insets of Fig. 1a,b). As it can be seen, no peaks corresponding to the carbon phase were observed for the Cu-C 147 
cathodic-catalyst (Fig. 1b), in line with the results reported by Pauleau et al. [35] for copper-carbon composite films 148 
deposited on silicon substrates by sputtering. This fact was corroborated by the XRD pattern of the Cu-C cathodic 149 
catalyst separately deposited over a Si substrate (Fig. 1c). The XRD pattern of the Cu-C cathodic catalyst films 150 
exhibited only diffraction peaks produced by copper phases, including a peak ascribed to the (111) plane of CuO 151 
(JCPDS, 80-1917) which indicate that Cu may be partially oxidized, probably at the surface. No peaks associated to 152 
carbon were detected, which can be attributed to the small particle size of C compared to that of Cu. Thus, carbon 153 
particles might be inserted into the copper lattice in a disordered manner, avoiding their detection by XRD. The slight 154 
shift towards lower 2θ values of the peaks of Cu-C versus those of the Cu cathodic catalyst support this hypothesis. 155 
Thus, this shift reveals a lattice expansion arising from the incorporation of small C atoms into the Cu lattice [36]. 156 
The main Cu diffraction peak at 2θ = 43.3° was used to determine the Cu crystal size via the Scherrer’s equation. The 157 
values obtained: 16 and 8 nm for the Cu and Cu-C catalysts, respectively, are of the same order than those previously 158 
reported for sputtering-derived Cu electrodes [35,37,38]. In line with the results reported by Pauleau et al. [35], the 159 
incorporation of carbon in the structure of Cu resulted in lower Cu particle sizes, since carbon hinders the growth of 160 
the copper crystal grains during the catalyst film preparation procedure. XPS measurements were also performed on 161 
both cathodic catalysts. Fig. 2 shows the Cu2p transition for the Cu (Fig. 2a) and Cu-C (Fig. 2b) electrodes. In good 162 
agreement with the XRD analysis, the Cu2p signal revealed a mixture of Cu and CuO species on the cathode surface 163 
for both catalysts. This partial surface oxidation of Cu may have taken place by direct contact of the electrodes with 164 
air during the transport of the sample to the electrochemical cell reactor. The CuO/Cu ratio seems to be higher for the 165 
Cu-C electrode vs. the pure Cu electrode. This can be attributed to the lower Cu crystallite size of the former material, 166 
which might have facilitated Cu surface oxidation in contact with air. 167 

168 



Fig. 2. XPS measurements of the Cu (a) and Cu-C (b) cathodic catalyst 169 

The morphologies of the carbon paper substrates (Fig. 3a), Cu (Fig. 3b), and Cu-C (Fig. 3c) cathodic catalysts 170 
before the electrocatalytic tests were observed by ESEM. As shown in Fig. 3(b1, c1), the sputter-deposition process 171 
achieved a complete coverage of the carbon microfiber area exposed to the sputtered flux. This fact was confirmed by 172 
the ESEM micrographs of the carbon paper substrate (Fig. 3a). Thus, the sputtering method allowed to obtain thin 173 
metal films while maintaining the microstructure of the carbon paper support. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3(b1, 174 
c1), the films were homogeneous and did not lack continuity, as verified by the electrical conductivity measurements 175 
and the homogeneity of the formed Cu catalyst interconnected over the entire covered carbon paper surface area. The 176 
Cu catalyst expanded laterally from the carbon fibers, forming a self-standing macroporous membrane having most 177 
of its surface accessible to the reactive medium. Additionally, as clearly seen in the magnified images (Fig. 3b2, 3c2), 178 
the samples were porous, which facilitated the diffusion of reactants and products, while Cu grains were spherical. As 179 
anticipated by the XRD results, the Cu-C cathodic catalyst showed lower Cu grain sizes than Cu.  180 

181 
Fig. 3. SEM micrographs of the carbon paper substrates (a), and cathodic catalyst Cu (b), and Cu-C (c) prepared onto 182 
them. 183 
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184 
Fig. 4. Influence of the reaction atmosphere on the current density-potential curves obtained during a cyclic 185 
voltammetry. Conditions: Temperature = 90 °C, scan rate = 80 µA/s. 186 

Prior to the catalytic activity measurements, the Cu/Sterion/IrO2 and Cu-C/Sterion/IrO2 MEAs were in situ 187 
characterized by cyclic voltammetry under the same electrochemical reaction conditions (i.e., FCO2, cathode = 0.5 188 
NmL/min, FH2O, anode = 6 NmL/min) and without feeding CO2 to the cell (FCO2, cathode = 0 NmL/min, FH2O, anode = 6 189 
NmL/min) at 90 °C. The potential variation was recorded versus the applied current density (current range between 0 190 
and −20 mA) with a scan rate of 80 µA/s (Fig. 4). The variation of the obtained current density with the applied 191 
potential for water (FCO2, cathode = 0 Nml/min / FH2O,anode = 6 Nml/min) was firstly obtained. As can be observed, water 192 
electrolysis started at −1.5 V (change of slope in the curve) in the anode side [39], according to the following 193 
reaction: 194 

H2O → H+ + ½ O2 + e−                                                                                                   (2) 195 

An increase in the applied current resulted in higher potential values (up to −2.1 V) and, hence, in an increase of 196 
the protons production rate.  197 

In the cathodic side, hydrogen was obtained by the reaction of protons previously transported through the 198 
protonic membrane and electrons: 199 

2H+ + 2e− → H2                                                                                                                (3)           200 

On the other hand, the current slightly decreased upon CO2 feeding to the cathodic chamber (FCO2, cathode = 0.5 201 
Nml/min / FH2O,anode = 6 Nml/min). The gas-phase reduction of CO2 to liquid fuels and hydrocarbons is a complex 202 
multistep reaction involving shared intermediates and multiple reaction pathways [8,18−21]. The formation of 203 
different products in the cathodic side (i.e., methanol, acetaldehyde, and methane) can be explained according to the 204 
following reactions: 205 

CO2 + 6H+ + 6e− → CH3OH                                                                                           (4) 206 

CO2 + 10H+ + 10e− → CH3CHO + 3H2O                                                                       (5) 207 

CO2 + 8H+ + 8e− → CH4 + 2H2O                                                                                   (6) 208 

CO2 feeding resulted in lower cell potentials values (for the same current), demonstrating the electrochemical 209 
nature of the products formation reactions (Eqs. 4–6).  Hence, the adsorption CO2 on the Cu active sites from the gas 210 
phase facilitated the removal of H+, acting as a depolarizing agent [40]. The use of different molecules as 211 
depolarizing agents has been previously applied to the electrolytic production of H2 at high temperatures. In this 212 
regard, the use of CH4 [41,42], CO [43], and C [40,41] has been reported to significantly decrease the required 213 
electrical power in electrolysis experiments. In short, the observed difference in the current-potential curves obtained 214 
under absence and presence of CO2 can be attributed to the electrocatalytic activity of the Cu cathodic catalyst in the 215 
CO2 electro-reduction (Eqs. 4–6) competing with the H2 evolution reaction (Eq. 3).  216 

3.2. Electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 experiments  217 
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The formation rate of the products as a function of the reaction time for a constant applied current of −20 mA (j = 218 
−1.6 mA/cm2) at 90 °C on the Cu/Sterion/IrO2 electrochemical cell is depicted in Fig. 5. Under open circuit 219 
conditions (OCC, no current application), no products were obtained. Then, a constant current of −20 mA was 220 
applied for 235 min under the same reaction atmosphere. This polarization current value was maintained until a 221 
steady state value was reached. During this current imposition step, hydrogen (not shown here), methanol (Fig. 5a), 222 
acetaldehyde, and methane (Fig. 5b) were obtained via CO2 electro-reduction on the Cu electrode. Most of these 223 
products had been already identified in similar studies involving electrocatalytic conversion of CO2 [8,18–21]. 224 
During the first 200 minutes of reaction, the production rates of methanol, methane, and acetaldehyde were very 225 
similar. After 200 min, the methanol production rate progressively increased with the reaction time, becoming the 226 
main reaction product. The overall production rate reached a maximum after ca. 225 min of reaction decreased 227 
thereafter under open circuit conditions. The steady state regime was reached after 4–5 h of reaction. Finally, under 228 
OCC, the cathodic side of the cell was purged with N2 (30 NmL/min) in order to remove all the products from the 229 
reactor. The variation of the potential as a function of time during the galvanostatic operation of the cell (−20 mA) is 230 
also depicted in Fig. 5(c). As can be seen, the potential rapidly decreased reaching a stable value of −2.1 V. This 231 
potential was stable during the negative polarization step showing the stability of the electrode.  232 

233 
 234 

Fig. 5. Evolution of the rate of products as a function of time of reaction for an applied current density of j = –1.6 235 
mA/cm2 on Cu/Sterion/IrO2 electrode. Conditions: Temperature = 90 °C, FCO2,cathode = 0.5 NmL/min, FCO2,anode = 6 236 
NmL/min. 237 
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Fig. 6 compares the performance of the Cu/Sterion/IrO2 (Fig. 6a) and Cu-C/Sterion/IrO2 electrochemical cells 238 
(Fig. 6b) in the gas-phase reduction of CO2 normalized per mg of Cu. The experiments were performed at 90 °C. 239 
Different current densities were applied (j = −0.8, −1.6, and −2.4 mA/cm2). The increase in the applied current 240 
resulted in higher CO2 consumptions rates due to the increase in the kinetics of the electrocatalytic reaction. In all the 241 
cases, the Cu-C cathodic catalyst showed lower specific reaction rates than the pure Cu electrode. The significantly 242 
higher activity for methanol formation observed for the catalyst having higher Cu crystal sizes could arise for the 243 
different structure of the large particles versus the small ones. Thus, large particles present different types of exposed 244 
planes or defects that could result in higher activities [44]. In addition, the higher CuO/Cu ratio of Cu-C vs. the pure 245 
Cu cathode may be responsible for the lower intrinsic electrocatalytic activity. On the other hand, as mentioned 246 
above, the main product of reaction, besides hydrogen, was methanol for the Cu/Sterion/IrO2 electrode whereas minor 247 
amounts of other compounds such as acetaldehyde and methane were observed. The methanol production rates 248 
normalized per area of electrode (0.0224 and 0.0017 µmol/(cm2 h) for Cu and Cu-C, respectively) at −10 mA (−0.8 249 
mA/cm2) were higher than those previously reported for the CO2 electroreduction in the gas phase over Cu-carbon 250 
nanofiber catalysts prepared under similar conditions by typical impregnation methods (0.0088–0.0141µmol/(cm2 h)) 251 
[18]. This result shows the potential of the physical vapour deposition methods (such as the sputtering technique) for 252 
electrode preparation, which allows to prepare catalyst films of low metal loading, low particle size and high specific 253 
activity for electrocatalytic applications. On the other hand, it should be mentioned that although the type of products 254 
was similar for both catalysts (Cu and Cu-C), different products distributions were observed. When carbon was 255 
incorporated to the electrode (Cu-C), acetaldehyde was the main product for all the applied currents. This finding is 256 
also in agreement with previous studies of catalytic CO2 hydrogenation, which have reported that higher Cu particle 257 
sizes are particularly selective towards methanol vs. acetaldehyde formation [44,45]. Previous works revised in detail 258 
elsewhere [18–22] have described in detail different mechanisms for the CO2 electro-reduction reaction. For instance, 259 
it is interesting to note that the extent of products formation depends on the surface orientation of the copper electrode 260 
and different reaction pathways can be followed, leading to different reaction products. Since methanol, 261 
acetaldehyde, and methane were the main detected products herein, we believe that they are likely formed through the 262 
intermediate formation of CO*ads species instead of CO2Hads [23]. 263 



264 
 265 

Fig. 6. Effect of the current density on the production rate in the electrocatalytic conversion of CO2 on 266 
Cu/Sterion/IrO2 (a) and Cu-C/Sterion/IrO2 (b) electrodes. Conditions: Temperature = 90 °C, FCO2,cathode = 0.5 267 
NmL/min, FCO2,anode = 6 NmL/min. 268 

The effect of temperature on the CO2 consumption rate at I = −20 mA (j = −1.6 mA/cm2) for the Cu/Sterion/IrO2 269 
and Cu-C/Sterion/IrO2 electrodes is depicted in Fig. 7. The CO2 consumption rate was enhanced with increasing 270 
temperatures [8]. This phenomenon could be attributed to the increase of the kinetics of the electrochemical processes 271 
[46,47]. As mentioned before, the Cu/Sterion/IrO2 electrode showed higher CO2 consumption rates, although the 272 
effect of temperature seems to be less intense.   273 
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274 
 275 

Fig. 7.  Effect of temperature (T = 70 and 90 °C) on CO2 consumption rate for Cu/Sterion/IrO2 and Cu-C/Sterion/IrO2 276 
electrodes. Conditions: j = −1.6 mA/cm2, FCO2,cathode = 0.5 NmL/min, FCO2,anode = 6 NmL/min. 277 

Table 1 reports the selectivity towards methanol, acetaldehyde, and methane, excluding hydrogen, during the 278 
electrocatalytic conversion of CO2 on Cu/Sterion/IrO2 and Cu-C/Sterion/IrO2 electrodes for the different experiments 279 
of Fig. 7. The selectivity of each compound was calculated as follows:  280 

Selectivity 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖  (%)  =
𝐹𝐹𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖

𝐹𝐹0CO2−𝐹𝐹CO2
× 100                                                                  (7) 281 

As can be observed from Table 1, for the case of the Cu cathode an increase in the reaction temperature led to an 282 
increase in the selectivity towards methanol formation from 82% to 92% while an increase in the selectivity to 283 
methane (from 6% to 26%) was achieved for the case of Cu-C cathodic catalyst. Although higher number of 284 
experiments in a wider temperature range should been performed, in good agreement with previous studies [23] it 285 
could be generally observed that an increase in the reaction temperatures, favors the reaction pathways implying 286 
lower number of protons. Hence, there is relative increase of the kinetics of Eq. (4) (6 e−) for the case of Cu and Eq. 287 
(6) (8 e−) for the case of Cu-C cathodic catalyst, decreasing in both cases the selectivity towards CH3CHO which 288 
implies a higher number of electrons (10 e−, Eq. 5). At this point it should also be noted that low values of Faradaic 289 
Efficiencies to hydrocarbon products (below 10%) were obtained in all the experiments. This is due to the high 290 
kinetics of hydrogen evolution reaction (reaction 2) vs. hydrocarbon formation reactions (Eqs. 3–5) due to the low 291 
surface concentration of CO2.  However, under gas phase operations, the electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 offer the 292 
potential advantage of an energy-saving recovery of the products of reaction, particularly when the aim is to form 293 
liquid fuels such as alcohols. This separation of liquid organics (e.g., methanol, acetaldehyde in our system) from 294 
hydrogen can be easily performed by the condensation of the products and hence, the selectivity towards the different 295 
obtained hydrocarbons, is the most important parameter. Then H2 is still the main product of reaction and selective 296 
electrocatalysts will be required to inhibit the surface reaction toward H2 formation, for example, by selective 297 
blocking the surface sites with strongly chemisorbed species or by modification of the electrocatalyst [18]. 298 

Table 1. Selectivity of methanol, acetaldehyde and methane in the electrocatalytic conversion of CO2 on 299 
Cu/Sterion/IrO2 and Cu-C/Sterion/IrO2 electrocatalysts at different temperatures (T = 70 °C, T = 90 °C). Conditions: j 300 
= −1.6 mA/cm2, FCO2,cathode = 0.5 NmL/min, FCO2,anode = 6 NmL/min. 301 

Electrode T (°C) SCH3OH (%) SCH3CHO (%) SCH4 (%) 

Cu/Sterion/IrO2 
70 81.95 12.21 5.84 
90 92.76 1.91 5.33 

Cu-C/Sterion/IrO2 70 13.75 79.80 6.43 
90 14.05 60.17 25.78 
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4. Conclusions 304 

The obtained results showed that the electrocatalytic reactor configuration used in this work may be of great 305 
interest for the electro-reduction of CO2 in gas phase into high added-value compounds. The use of the physical 306 
vapour deposition methods for the electrode preparation such as the sputtering technique allowed to prepare catalyst 307 
films of low metal loading, low particle size and high specific activity for electrocatalytic applications (e.g. CO2 308 
electro-reduction). The use of Cu based sputtered electrodes allowed to achieve higher CO2 specific electro-reduction 309 
rates with higher selectivities to methanol formation than those reported in previous studies. Among the two 310 
investigated electrodes Cu and Cu-C, the former one led to the highest electrocatalytic activity and selectivity towards 311 
methanol formation, which was attributed to its higher particle size and lower ratio of CuO/Cu. Both the applied 312 
current and the reaction temperature positively contributed to an enhancement of the kinetic of the CO2 consumption 313 
rate. An increase in the reaction temperatures also favors the reaction pathways implying lower number of protons.   314 
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